The three Υ states, Υ(1S+2S+3S), are measured in d+Au and p+p collisions at √ s N N =200 GeV and rapidities 1.2 < |y| < 2.2 by the PHENIX experiment at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quarkonia are produced dominantly by the gluongluon fusion process in high energy collisions [1, 2] . Therefore, quarkonia production is a good probe to explore the gluon distribution of the nucleon and its modification in nuclei. Recently, the PHENIX collaboration has reported J/ψ suppression in √ s N N =200 GeV deuterongold (d+Au) collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider [3] . The centrality dependence of these J/ψ suppression results at forward rapidity is not well described quantitatively by nuclear-shadowing models that include final-state breakup effects [4] . Because the Υ mass is heavier than J/ψ, the nuclear effects on the gluon distri-bution can be studied in different kinematic regions. At forward rapidity (the deuteron going direction) and the same collision energy of √ s N N =200 GeV, the average momentum fraction of the gluon in the gold nucleus that is sampled for Υ production is x 2 ≈ 1 × 10 −2 , whereas J/ψ production samples x 2 ≈ 3 × 10 −3 . There are various fits for the nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) over broad x ranges [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In d+Au collisions, since the forward and backward rapidities cover different x 2 (x in the Au nucleus) ranges, Υ production at these two rapidities would be affected differently by these nPDFs. Additionally, the final-state breakup effect should also suppress Υ yields by some amount at both rapidities, but there is no clear indication of the size of this effect yet [10] . Thus, Υ measurements in d+Au collisions should give new and valuable information to test nuclear parton modification and breakup effects.
Lattice quantum chromodynamics predicts that the Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and Υ(3S) all have different binding energies and radii, and so should melt at different temperatures of the hot nuclear medium [11] . Therefore, the three Υ states are thought to be good probes for the temperature of the hot dense matter. Recently, the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) reported that the double ratio of the Υ(2S+3S) excited states to the Υ(1S) ground state in Pb+Pb and p+p collisions at for single decay muons of p T > 4 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4 [12] . They also reported Υ(1S) is suppressed by approximately 40% in minimum-bias Pb+Pb collisions [12] . In Υ suppression for nucleus-nucleus collisions, there should be contributions from cold nuclear matter as well as those from the hot nuclear matter. Thus, to separate these two types of contributions, it is necessary to measure the level of suppression from cold nuclear matter effects with p(d)+A collisions, where hot nuclear matter is not created.
A lower-energy fixed-target experiment, E772, reported measurements in √ s N N =38.8 GeV p + A collisions of the Υ(1S) ground state and the Υ(2S+3S) excited states. The observed suppression of the Υ(1S) and Υ(2S+3S) agree within the experimental uncertainties [13] . The initial-state effects from nuclear shadowing are not expected to differ between the three Υ states since they are produced mostly by gluon-gluon fusion subprocesses and have similar masses [1, 2, 10] . For the finalstate breakup effect, there is no clear estimate of its energy dependence and of the difference between the three Υ states. In this paper, we present the first measurement of inclusive Υ(1S+2S+3S) cold nuclear matter effects as well as the production cross section using d+Au and p+p collisions at √ s N N =200 GeV measured by the PHENIX experiment.
II. ANALYSIS METHOD

A. Experimental setup
The PHENIX apparatus is described in detail in Ref. [14] . In d+Au collisions, the deuteron comes from the negative-rapidity end of PHENIX (South) and goes towards positive-rapidity (North), and vice versa for the gold ions. For the Υ analysis presented here, three detector systems are required for reconstruction and triggering at forward and backward rapidities. These are the Muon Tracker (MuTr), the Muon Identifier (MuID), and the beam-beam counters (BBCs). There are two separate BBC systems. One covers forward rapidity and the other covers backward rapidity as shown in Fig. 1 .
Each BBC comprises 64 quartzCerenkov radiators and mesh dynode PMTs. The two BBCs are located at ±144 cm from the nominal interaction point and cover pseudorapidity of 3 < |η| < 3.9. Each MuID comprises five layers of thick steel vertical plates with Iarocci tubes between each pair of plates. Most hadrons are absorbed in the steel plates. Muons with more than 2.7 GeV/c of momentum will pass through all layers of the MuID and reach the last gap. Each MuTr is composed of three stations of cathode strip chambers and measures the momentum and charge sign of the muon according to their bending in the magnetic field, with coverage in rapidity of 1.2 < |y| < 2.2 for the Υ and full azimuthal coverage of φ ∈ [−π, π]. The nose-cone absorber and the centralmagnet pole face, which both lie between the interaction region and the innermost part of the muon tracker, also help to reduce hadron backgrounds, especially by eliminating many light hadrons (e.g. π, K) before they decay into secondary muons. Fewer than 1% of hadrons punch through the absorbers, reach the last gap of MuID, and become fake muon tracks.
The data sets used in this analysis were collected during 2006, 2008, and 2009 using the BBC Level-1 trigger. This BBC trigger requires hits in the negative and positive rapidity ends of the BBC in order to register an interaction and provide a minimum-bias trigger. The BBC also measures the z-vertex position of the interaction using time differences between its hits in the negative and positive rapidity directions. For this analysis, the zvertex is required to be within ±30 cm of the center of PHENIX, z = 0. Additionally, the MuID Level-1 trigger is used in order to require that at least two particles penetrate through the MuID to its last layer.
After removing bad runs, such as those with numerous high-voltage trips and significant detector performance variations, the integrated luminosities of the collected data are 69 nb We apply quality-assurance cuts on the data to select good tracks and improve the signal-to-background ratio. We calculate the track χ 2 and vertex χ 2 vtx , and match the tracks in the MuID and the MuTr at the first layer of the MuID in both position and angle. We also check the number of hits in a MuID road, which is a straight line that connects sets of hits in different layers of the MuID. We compare momenta of the two muons and remove pairs with a large asymmetry (|(p 1 − p 2 )/(p 1 + p 2 )| > 0.6) between the two momenta. These asymmetric-momenta pairs are largely from random pairs where one hadron has decayed into a muon inside the tracking volume and has been misreconstructed as a higher momentum track; thus yielding a fake high-mass pair. The efficiency loss from this cut for Υs is less than 2%. The values of the cuts are determined using the PHENIX geant3-based [15] (PISA) detector simulations.
For this analysis, we form an invariant-mass distribution from the unlike-charge-sign (foreground) pairs of muon tracks. In addition to the quarkonia resonances including the Υ signal, the mass distribution also contains uncorrelated (combinatorial) background and correlated background pairs. There are two methods to estimate the combinatorial backgrounds: 1) use like-sign pairs of muons from the same event, or 2) use an event-mixing method which mixes unlike-sign muons from different events to form random pairs. In this analysis, we use the event-mixing method to estimate the combinatorial background as shown in Fig. 2 (a) , (c) and (e), and assign a systematic uncertainty based on the difference between the two methods. We calculate the normalization factor for the mixed events by
Here, BG +− stands for the number of the unlike-sign mixed events, F G ++ and F G −− represent the number of the like-sign events. Unlike-sign mixed events are scaled by the normalization factor and we assign a 3% systematic uncertainty for this factor. After the combinatorial background is subtracted, in the Υ-mass region, there are still contributions from correlated backgrounds expected from the Drell-Yan process and pairs of muons from the same cc or bb pairs. Therefore, it is important to estimate the correlated backgrounds properly to extract the Υ signal. We use next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations and pythia 6.4 [16] to estimate these correlated backgrounds, and the PHENIX geant3 simulation to include a realistic detector response as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , (d) and (f). Details of the estimates for these correlated backgrounds are described in the following sections.
B. Υ and physical background estimation
The Drell-Yan process
The mass region between 4 and 8 GeV/c 2 (above the J/ψ, ψ ′ masses and below the Υ mass) is dominated by the Drell-Yan process and by correlated open-heavy flavor pairs. The very low statistics above the Υ mass, where the Drell-Yan process dominates, does not provide a useful constraint on the Drell-Yan yield; so, we use NLO calculations from Vitev [17] to constrain the DrellYan yields and to estimate their contribution in the Υ-mass region. NLO calculations of the Drell-Yan process are known to be very accurate from comparisons to data at other energies [17, 19, 20] . For d+Au collisions, nuclear effects are added in the NLO calculations -including isospin effects which account for the composition of the nucleus in terms of neutrons and protons, parton shadowing corrections, and the effect of initial-state energy loss [17] .
To evaluate the model's systematic uncertainty for the Drell-Yan contribution, we use a calculation from CTEQ [18] , as shown in Fig. 3a . For the Vitev calculation [17] without nuclear corrections, the difference between the CTEQ calculation and that from Vitev is approximately 10% over the entire mass range (filled-green squares and the black circles in Fig. 3b ). We assume this same systematic uncertainty for p+p and d+Au collisions. Additionally, the variation of the renormalization and factorization scales in the calculation from Vitev, Q/2 ≤ µ ≤ 2Q, is included as a systematic uncertainty for both collision systems.
The Drell-Yan contribution to the data is determined using the calculated cross section and the integrated luminosity for each data set. This contribution is corrected for geometrical acceptance and efficiencies. Details are shown in Eq. (2, 3, and (4); and are discussed in the text that follows.
where dσ DY /dm is the differential cross section of the Drell-Yan process,→ γ * → µ + µ − , from the NLO calculation for each mass bin in the rapidity region 1.2 < |y| < 2.2. L stands for the integrated luminosity, [17, 18] in the rapidity region 1.2 < |y| < 2.2. The ratios of the NLO calculations over that from pythia 6.4 (K-factor=1.4) are also shown (b).
are the BBC trigger efficiencies for MB events and DrellYan events, respectively. C = ǫ BBC MB /ǫ BBC DY is a correction factor for the relative BBC efficiencies of minimum bias compared to hard processes containing a Drell-Yan pair. Its value is determined using a Glauber model and a simulation of the BBC, and is 0.69 (0.89) for p+p (d+Au) collisions. Aǫ DY represents the product of the detector acceptance and efficiency, including the effect of the Level-1 trigger. Finally, N DY /∆m is the yield of dimuon pairs from the Drell-Yan process for each mass bin.
The detailed procedure to estimate the Drell-Yan yields for p+p and d+Au, using Eq. (2) is as follows. First, we generate the correct number of Drell-Yan events, which we estimate by multiplying the differential cross section by the accumulated luminosity for each invariant mass bin considering BBC efficiencies. This corresponds to dσ DY /dm · L · ǫ BBC DY in Eq. (2). For example, L is 22.5 pb −1 for the forward-rapidity p+p data. After event generation, to account for the acceptance times efficiency, Aǫ DY , the generated Drell-Yan events from the luminosity-weighted NLO calculation are then run through the PHENIX geant3 simulation and are reconstructed in the same way as real data. In the simulation, hit positions in all the muon detectors are registered and are reconstructed, including the effects of disabled HV channels and detector efficiencies. The resulting simulated counts in mass bins, N DY /∆m, are then fit with an exponential function. This function describes the simulated distribution very well with a fit quality of χ 2 per degree-of-freedom (χ 2 /dof) of 34.9/36 to 38.9/36. The shape and yield of this function are then fixed and used in the fits to the data, and represent the contribution of Drell-Yan in the fit function, Eq. (8) .
Although the NLO cross sections for d+Au collisions already include nuclear corrections, they are still per nucleon-nucleon collision, and need to be scaled up by the number of binary collisions, N coll . Eq. (7) shows the relation between the cross section for p+p and that for d+Au collisions, which is derived from Eq. (5).
where dN
/dm is the invariant yield for the DrellYan process in d+Au (p+p) collisions and σ dAu(pp) Tot is the total inelastic cross section for d+Au (p+p) collisions. In the expansion of Eq. (6), dN
is the differential cross section for the Drell-Yan process, dσ dAu(pp) DY /dm. N coll is the mean number of binary collisions and is calculated using a Glauber model and a simulation of the BBC. N coll is 7.6 ± 0.4 for inclusive d + Au collisions. Eq. (7) is used for the Drell-Yan estimates in d+Au collisions and dσ pp DY /dm is considered as nucleareffect-corrected cross sections per nucleon-nucleon before scaling up.
Correlations of open heavy-flavor pairs
Several measurements of open bottom and charm cross sections have been made by PHENIX. A recent single-electron measurement of heavy-quark production at midrapidity obtained σ cc =551 ± 57 (stat) ± 195 (syst) µb [23] for the total charm cross section.
A dielectron measurement of the continuum charm pairs showed a total cross section of σ cc =544 ± 39 (stat) ± 142 (syst) ± 200 (model) µb [22] . A perturbative-quantum-chromodynamics fixed-ordernext-to-leading-log calculation [24] predicts a cross section of 256 +400 −146 µb, which is within experimental and theoretical uncertainties with these measurements. We used pythia 6.4 with the CTEQ5L parton distribution functions [21] . The pythia tunes are from a PHENIX dilepton mass spectra study [22] Name of parameter Setting Bottom (Charm) Quark production on Bottom (Charm) Quark mass 4.1 (1.
+3
−2 (syst) µb [22] . Meanwhile the calculation [24] predicts σ bb =1.87
+0.99
−0.67 µb [24] , consistent with the measurements.
To obtain an estimate of the mass shape and to generate simulated charm-and bottom-pair background events (see Table I for the simulation settings), we use the pythia 6.4 tune, the same as that used for the PHENIX dilepton mass spectrum study [22] . The generated events are run through the PHENIX geant3 simulation to account for the detector acceptance at forward-rapidity and are reconstructed by using identical code to that used to reconstruct the data, with the detector efficiencies included. Before reconstructing the simulated events, they are embedded into real events in order to match and evaluate the effects of the multiplicity that exists for the data.
The resulting mass spectrum is fit by an exponential function with (χ 2 /dof) of 10.0/12 to 11.8/12, which is then used to represent the open heavy-flavor component in the fits to the data, as in Eq. (8) . The shape is fixed and the normalization, or yield, is allowed to vary in the fits to the data. The data fit-values obtained are within a half sigma in the experimental uncertainties of the previously measured charm and bottom cross sections [22] (see Section II C for further detail on the fits). For the shape of the fit function, we assign a systematic uncertainty by varying the slopes by ±10% from the nominal values obtained from the simulation.
The relative ratio of bottom and charm production is fixed according to the measured production cross sections obtained in the PHENIX dilepton mass spectrum study [22] with σ cc =544 ± 39 (stat) ± 142 (syst) ± 200 (model) µb and σ bb =3.9 ± 2.5 (stat) +3 −2 (syst) µb. Since these have large measurement uncertainties, we assign a systematic uncertainty for the relative ratio of bottom and charm production cross sections by varying this ratio by ±100% from the nominal value; however, this does not result in a significant difference for the Υ yield because the charm contribution is negligible in the Υ-mass region.
Finally, a random angular correlation of the two open bottoms that form a pair is considered as an extreme case for the bottom correlation since NLO effects or interactions with other particles could alter the muon directions and destroy the angular correlation of the two heavy quarks. The p T spectra of the single muons from open heavy-flavor decay are sampled and the azimuthal correlation angle φ of the decay muons is randomized for each muon and then pairs are formed, effectively destroying the angular correlation. The resulting difference between pythia estimation and random correlation is assigned as an additional systematic uncertainty.
Υ estimation
Since the PHENIX muon-arm mass resolution is not good enough to resolve the three states of the Υ as shown in Fig. 4 , we use results from two experiments at different collision energies and at different colliding systems to obtain an estimate of the relative ratio of the three Υ states, for the purpose of getting a distribution of line shape versus mass. The first is E605 [26] , a p + A fixed target experiment at √ s N N =38.8 GeV and the second is CDF [27] , a collider experiment with p + p collisions at √ s =1.8 TeV. These two experiments measured almost the same balance of the three Υ states although their energies and collision types are quite different (Table II) . As the energy of the measurement reported here is between those of the other measurements, we assume here that the composition of the three Υ states follows the ratio from CDF and assign a systematic uncertainty by varying the relative strength of the Υ(1S) over 0.73±0.10, with the fractions for the Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) changing accordingly. This uncertainty also accounts for the possibility that the 2S and 3S states might be suppressed more strongly than the 1S in d+Au minimum-bias collisions, since it allows for a 30% reduction in the 2S and a 50% reduction in the 3S.
Υ simulations are performed for the three Υ states in order to estimate the effective Υ mass resolution and peak position for the real detector as well as to determine the acceptance-times-efficiency correction. To obtain these estimates, we generate the three Υ states with pythia 6.4 and then process the generated Υ events through the PHENIX geant3 simulation to make events with hits in the detectors. These simulated events are 10% from the CDF experiment [27] . See also Table II. then embedded into real events to reflect the multiplicity environment of the data and are reconstructed with identical code to that used to reconstruct the data -including resolution smearing effects. The sum of three Gaussian functions is fit to the Υ-mass distribution. The results from the fit provide an estimate of the widths and the means of masses for the three Υ states. The resulting shape, as shown in Fig. 4 , is then implemented for the fit function, Eq. (8) used to extract the yields from the data.
Unlike the J/ψ, where the mass resolution is predominantly determined by effects from multiple scattering in the absorber preceding the muon-tracking volume, the higher momentum muons from the Υ experience less multiple scattering and less bending in the magnetic field; so the position resolution in the tracking volume becomes more important. To evaluate this, an additional systematic is obtained by allowing the mass resolutions of the three states to vary by ±100 MeV/c 2 from their nominal, simulation determined, values.
With the simulated Υ(1S+2S+3S) events, we also calculate the acceptance times efficiency (Aǫ Υ ) by dividing the reconstructed Υ yields by the pythia generated Υ yields. Figure 5 shows Aǫ Υ as a function of rapidity. Aǫ Υ of the summed Υ(1S+2S+3S) and of each Υ states separately are quite similar to each other as shown. In this analysis, two inclusive rapidity bins are used, one for the positive rapidity and one for the negative rapidity 
C. Data evaluation and Υ extraction
We extract Υs from the data using the estimated correlated backgrounds and the Υs as described in Sections II B 1, II B 2, and II B 3. The fit function used for the mass distribution is shown in Eq. (8) . In addition to the Υ(1S+2S+3S) signal, the function includes contributions from the Drell-Yan process and from correlated open bottom/charm pairs.
where m is the invariant mass of the dimuon, A = (m − p 9 )/p 10 , B=(m − p 12 )/p 13 , and C=(m − p 15 )/p 16 . The parameters p 0 to p 3 are for the NLO Drell-Yan process and are fixed by the NLO calculations and the PHENIX geant3 simulation, as discussed in Section II B 1.
The parameters p 4 to p 7 are for the contribution of the open bottom and open charm correlated pairs. The relative ratio of bottom to charm yields, which is represented by p 6 , is fixed from the PHENIX dilepton mass spectra study [22] , and the shape is determined from the pythia and the PHENIX geant3 simulation, as described in Section II B 2. The total yield from correlated bottom and charm, p 4 , is allowed to vary in the fits to the data. The resulting contributions from correlated bottom and charm are then checked against those from the PHENIX dilepton measurements, which have bottom and charm cross sections of σ cc =544 ± 39 (stat) ± 142 (syst) ± 200 (model) µb and σ bb =3.9 ± 2.5 (stat) +3 −2 (syst) µb [22] . For this check, we integrated our fitted correlated bottom and charm over the mass range 5
GeV/c 2 to 16 GeV/c 2 , and then added the contribution from unmeasured regions assuming the mass shape from the NLO calculation. This estimate of the contribution of bottom and charm is within a half sigma in the experimental uncertainties of the nominal cross sections. For d+Au collisions, this estimate is still within a half sigma when we scale the nominal cross section by the number of participants (2×197) assuming no nuclear modification effects on the production. The parameters p 8 to p 16 are for the contribution of the Υ(1S+2S+3S). A, B, and C represent the means of masses and widths of the three Υ states, as estimated using the PHENIX geant3 simulation package and fixed for data -as described in Section II B 3. The total yield of Υ, p 8 , is allowed to vary in the fits to the data in order to extract the Υ signal.
The data are fit using a log-likelihood fitting method that adds the normalized combinatorial background to both the mass distribution and the fit function. This has the advantage that empty bins in the mass distribution, which result from statistical fluctuations of the background above the signal size and otherwise produce negative counts, are accounted for properly. The fitting quality is very good with χ 2 /dof of 9.0/16 and 6.4/16 for the negative and positive rapidities of p+p collisions, respectively, and 14.6/16 and 9.5/16 for the negative and positive rapidities of d+Au collisions, respectively. Systematic uncertainties from the NLO calculation, the assumed cross sections, and detector performances are explained in Sections II B 1, II B 2, and II B 3, and are summarized in Table IV . Figure 6 (a), (b) , and (c) show the Υ(1S+2S+3S) mass distribution after subtracting off all correlated backgrounds, for p+p and d+Au collision systems. We checked above the Υ-mass region, > 11.5 GeV/c 2 , for fitting reliability; the integral of the high-mass region is within the systematical uncertainties, which are drawn as shaded bands. The invariant yields of Υ(1S+2S+3S) for each rapidity bin are calculated as,
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
where the notation is the same as for Eq. (4), except Υ is used instead of the Drell-Yan process. Table V shows calculated yields and cross sections for both arms and for both collision types. Figure 7 shows the invariant Υ yields for p+p and d+Au collisions. The nuclear modification factor, R dAu , can be obtained from the invariant yields. Eq. (5) shows the relation between R dAu , the invariant yield, and N coll . The scale factor, N coll , makes R dAu one if the Υ yield for d+Au collisions is equal to the Υ yield for p+p collisions times the number of binary collisions in d+Au collisions, i.e. R dAu =1 if there are no nuclear modification effects. As seen in Fig. 8 , at forward rapidity Υ production shows no significant suppression with an R dAu of 0.91 ± 0.33 (stat) ± 0.16 (syst); while at backward rapidity the suppression of the Υ is approximately one sigma (of the experimental uncertainty) below one with an R dAu of 0.62 ± 0.26 (stat) ± 0.13 (syst). Figure 8 (a) shows a comparison to previous results from PHENIX for R dAu of the J/ψ. The J/ψ results show a larger suppression at forward than at backward rapidity, a trend that cannot be confirmed or denied for the Υ given the large uncertainties of the measurements presented here.
A NLO calculation with EPS09 shadowing and a breakup cross section [10] predicts modest suppression at backward rapidity, but no shadowing at forward rapidity; although there could be suppression by a breakup cross section, as seen in the red lines in Fig. 8 (b) . The rapidity dependence of this NLO calculation appears to be consistent with the trend between our backward-and forward-rapidity measurements. At both backward and forward rapidities, the large uncertainties of the measurements do not give a significant constraint on the breakup cross section within the context of the NLO models. It will also be of interest to compare other models that include the effects of initial-state parton energy loss or of gluon saturation to this Υ data.
We can parameterize the nuclear dependence of Υ production as σ d+Au
α for d+Au collisions, where A Au represents the number of nucleons in the gold nucleus. As for R dAu , if there are no nuclear effects then α would be one. Previously, E772, which was at √ s N N =38.8 GeV, showed a large decrease in α at x F < 0. The PHENIX backward-rapidity covers -0.42 ≤ x F ≤ -0.14, where x F = x 1 − x 2 and x 1 is the momentum fraction of the gluon in deuteron. The backward-rapidity ( x F ∼ -0.2, x 2 ∼ 2 × 10 −1 ) PHENIX measurements obtain α Υ(1S+2S+3S) = 0.925 ± 0.070 (stat) ± 0.035 (syst) and at forward rapidity ( x F ∼ 0.2, x 2 ∼ 1 × 10 −2 ) α Υ(1S+2S+3S) = 0.990 ± 0.060 (stat) ± 0.029 (syst). Figure 9 shows α versus x F and versus x 2 from the E772 data and from our data. The suppression levels of Υ(1S+2S+3S) in PHENIX are consistent with those from E772 within uncertainties.
For our d+Au measurements, we can also calculate the ratio of the Υ yield, dN d+Au Υ /dy, between backward and forward rapidities as a test of the nPDF. This ratio, dN d+Au Υ /dy| −2.2<y<−1.2 / dN d+Au Υ /dy| 1.2<y<2.2 , shows some suppression at backward rapidity relative to forward rapidity, with a value of 0.71 ± 0.27 (stat); but the effect is not very significant due to the large uncertainty.
IV. SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented the first yields, cross sections, and nuclear dependences for Υ production in √ s N N =200 GeV d+Au and p+p collisions for two rapidity bins. At backward rapidity, Υ(1S+2S+3S) yields are measured to be suppressed by approximately one sigma of the experimental uncertainty below one. The rapidity dependence of the observed Υ suppression at forward and backward rapidities are compatible with lower energy results and a NLO theoretical calculation. Comparison to the theoretical calculation for a model that includes EPS09 shadowing and a breakup cross section does not result in any definitive constraint on the breakup cross section given the large experimental uncertainties. Future comparisons to gluon saturation models and to models including initial-state energy loss would also be of interest.
